
Sunber Hair will Roll out
Thanksgiving Day Sale

This time, Sunber plans ahead for Thanksgiving Day and
double eleven to defense against the shipping delays and
supply chain chaos.

Sunber Hair, an online hair store, which is committed to
producing and offering high-quality but affordable human hair
wigs for people. To meet the needs of more people for wigs,
they often launch some activities.

This time, Sunber plans ahead for Thanksgiving Day and
double eleven to defense against the shipping delays and
supply chain chaos. People can choose their favorite wigs at
the best price, such as trendy thin part wigs, Sunber colored
wigs, the Sunber body wave wig, Jerry curly wigs, Sunber lace
front human hair wigs, and other charming wigs.

Moreover, Sunber’s manager announced that they have
adjusted the price of their HD lace wig. People can get about
$10 to $25 off when buying a 5x5 lace closure or other
different size lace wig.

Time: From 4th to 11th in November

Full $99 can get an extra 12% OFF, CODE: THANK12

Full $199 can get an extra 14% OFF, CODE: THANK14

Although the situation of COVID-19 has improved, compared
to last year when most stores closed around Thanksgiving,
most stores now are still remaining open for regular
customers, leaders of various countries advocate less
gathering, so the more popular and safer way is online
shopping now. It’s nearly guaranteed that people will get
great value for their money on certain products during the
Sunber Thanksgiving Day Sale.
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As we all know, thanksgiving day is a national holiday
celebrated in various cities, and most people will prepare
romantic flowers, fruits, delicious refreshments, and so on for
giving thanks and spending time with loved ones. In addition,
people often regard it as the start of the shopping season,
whether people are looking to save on the best human hair
wigs, trendy fall-colored wigs, fascinating curly hair, human
hair headband wigs, or weave hair, Sunberhair can get you
covered.

Don’t miss the Sunber Thanksgiving Day Sale! There, they will
offer people a variety of 100% human hair wigs and trendy
hairstyles for this season.

Sunber Hair is always concerned about everyone’s order
during the before-sale, selling, and after-sale. And there are
clear classification columns for people to choose from. They
are constantly innovating and making progress and want to
establish a higher brand image and gain a better reputation.
People can also choose to buy now pay later wigs on Klarna or
Zip Quadpay at check out, use the debit or credit card to pay
in 4 installments.
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